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Encyclopedia of Urban Legends Sep 19 2021 Presents descriptions of hundreds of urban legends and their variations, themes, and scholarly
approaches to the genre, including such tales as disappearing hitchhikers and hypodermic needles left in the coin slots of pay telephones.
Bonanza: A Viewer's Guide to the TV Legend Jun 24 2019 Between 1959 and 1973 the Cartwrights of the Ponderosa rode into the lives of
nearly 400 million viewers around the world. Perhaps you saw many of the 428 episodes and waited eagerly for the famous blazing map to
reveal the Cartwrights riding into your living room, and maybe you now miss the warmth and familiarity that watching an episode could
bring. In 'Bonanza: A Viewer's Guide to the TV Legend' you can relive those days and get the inside story on the series that became a
legend. Renew old acquaintances with Ben Cartwright and his sons, Adam, Hoss and Little Joe, and read a Foreword by non-other than David
Dortort, Creator and Producer of 'Bonanza.'
User Modeling, Adaptation, and Personalization Apr 26 2022 This book constitutes the proceedings of the First International Conference on
User Modeling, Adaptation, and Personalization, held in Trento, Italy, on June 22-26, 2009. This annual conference was merged from the
biennial conference series User Modeling, UM, and the conference on Adaptive Hypermedia and Adaptive Web-Based Systems, AH. The 53 papers
presented together with 3 invited talks were carefully reviewed and selected from 125 submissions. The tutorials and workshops were
organized in topical sections on constraint-based tutoring systems; new paradigms for adaptive interaction; adaption and personalization
for Web 2.0; lifelong user modelling; personalization in mobile and pervasive computing; ubiquitous user modeling; user-centred design and
evaluation of adaptive systems.
Kelly L. Murdock's Autodesk 3ds Max 2015 Complete Reference Guide Mar 14 2021 Kelly L. Murdock's Autodesk 3ds Max 2015 Complete Reference
Guide is a popular book among users new to 3ds Max and is used extensively in schools around the globe. The success of this book is found
in its simple easy-to-understand explanations coupled with its even easier to follow tutorials. The tutorials are laser focused on a
specific topic without any extra material, making it simple to grasp difficult concepts. The book also covers all aspects of the software,
making it a valuable reference for users of all levels. The Complete Reference Guide is the ultimate book on 3ds Max, and like Autodesk’s
3D animation software, it just gets better and better with each release. Whether you're new to 3ds Max or an experienced user, you'll find
everything you need in this complete resource. The book kicks off with a getting started section, so beginners can jump in and begin
working with 3ds Max right away. Experienced 3ds Max users, will appreciate advanced coverage of features like crowd simulation, particle
systems, radiosity, MAXScript and more. Over 150 tutorials – complete with before and after files – help users at all levels build real
world skills.
Kelly L. Murdock's Autodesk 3ds Max 2021 Complete Reference Guide Jan 12 2021 Kelly L. Murdock's Autodesk 3ds Max 2021 Complete Reference
Guide is a popular book among users new to 3ds Max and is used extensively in schools around the globe. The success of this book is found
in its simple easy-to-understand explanations coupled with its even easier to follow tutorials. The tutorials are laser focused on a
specific topic without any extra material, making it simple to grasp difficult concepts. The book also covers all aspects of the software,
making it a valuable reference for users of all levels. The Complete Reference Guide is the ultimate book on 3ds Max, and like Autodesk’s
3D animation software, it just gets better and better with each release. Whether you're new to 3ds Max or an experienced user, you'll find
everything you need in this complete resource. The book kicks off with a getting started section, so beginners can jump in and begin
working with 3ds Max right away. Experienced 3ds Max users will appreciate advanced coverage of features like crowd simulation, particle
systems, radiosity, MAXScript and more. Over 150 tutorials – complete with before and after files – help users at all levels build real
world skills.
The Encyclopedia of Sixties Cool Nov 09 2020 The Encyclopedia of Sixties Cool profiles over 250 of the most intriguing personalities of
the 1960s. The men and women covered in the book include a wide range of celebrities—from well-known superstars (the Beatles, Dustin
Hoffman, Muhammad Ali) to lesser-known icons (Nico, Terry Southern, Bo Belinsky)—who had a significant impact on popular culture. The
figures include musicians, actors, directors, artists, athletes, politicians, writers, astronauts . . . anyone and everyone who made the
sixties the most influential decade of the twentieth century! Over 200 vintage photographs and more than fifty sidebars are featured
throughout the text. The sidebars include lists of Best Picture winners, great quarterbacks, Playmates of the Year, memorable TV theme
songs, favorite toys, Disneyland rides, Wimbledon champions, groovy screen cars, surf stars, Indy 500 winners, cool cartoons, sci-fi
classics, Bond girls, “bubblegum” hits, beach-movie cameos, and legendary concerts. A “what happened on this day” calendar highlighting
landmark events in the lives of those profiled appears on every page. Entertaining and enlightening, The Encyclopedia of Sixties Cool is
truly a celebration of the grooviest people, events, and artifacts of the 1960s!
Hiding in Plain Sight May 04 2020 Raymond Burr (1917-1993), a film noir regular known for his villainous roles in movies like Rear Window,
became one of the most popular stars in television history. He delighted millions of viewers each week in the toprated shows Perry Mason
and Ironside, which ran virtually uninterrupted for nearly twenty years.
Another Big Book of TV Guide Crossword Puzzles Jan 24 2022 Thirty million loyal TV Guide� readers know where to find the best TV
crosswords ever created. Puzzles with television themes from the most widely read weekly magazine in the world make this collection a
television lover’s dream book. It’s spiral bound, oversize, and filled with hundreds of crosswords that will challenge anyone’s television
IQ. There are classic favorites from the 1960s, ‘70s, ‘80s, and ‘90s; take a walk down memory lane, and answer “___ Masters in Rin Tin Tin”
(just 3 letters). Try the best contemporary crosswords from TV Guide� Crosswords Magazine. All that, plus brain teasers and fun trivia
quizzes offer hours of fun.
When Private Talk Goes Public Oct 09 2020 Gossip is one of the most common, and most condemned, forms of discourse in which we engage even as it is often absorbing and socially significant, it is also widely denigrated. This volume examines fascinating moments in the
history of gossip in America, from witchcraft trials to People magazine, helping us to see the subject with new eyes.
TV Guide, the First 25 Years Apr 02 2020
Season Finale Dec 31 2019 In the mid-1990s, two major Hollywood studios, Warner Bros. and Paramount Pictures, each launched their own
broadcast television network with the hope of becoming the fifth major player in an industry long dominated by ABC, CBS, NBC, and, more
recently, Fox. Despite the odds against them, the WB and UPN went on to alter the landscape of primetime television, only to then merge as
the CW network in 2006—each a casualty of conflicting personalities, relentless competition, and a basic failure to anticipate the future
of the entertainment business. Unfolding amid this backdrop of high-stakes business ventures, fanatical creative struggles, and corporate
power plays, Season Finale traces the parallel stories of the WB and UPN from their prosperous beginnings to their precipitous demise.
Following the big money, big egos, and big risks of network television, Susanne Daniels, a television executive with the WB for most of its
life, and Cynthia Littleton, a longtime television reporter for Variety, expose the difficult reality of trying to launch not one but two
traditional broadcast networks at the moment when cable television and the Internet were ending the dominance of network television.
Through in-depth reportage and firsthand accounts, Daniels and Littleton expertly re-create the creative and business climate that gave

birth to the WB and UPN, illustrating how the race to find suitable programming spawned a heated rivalry between the two but also created
shows that became icons of American youth culture. Offering insider stories and never-before-published details about shows such as Buffy
the Vampire Slayer, Dawson's Creek, 7th Heaven, Gilmore Girls, Smallville, Felicity, Girlfriends, Everybody Hates Chris, and America's Next
Top Model, Daniels and Littleton provide an exhaustive account of the two creative teams that ushered these groundbreaking programs into
the hearts, minds, and living rooms of Americans across the country. But in spite of these successes, the WB and UPN unraveled, and here
the authors elucidate the corporate miscalculations that led to their undoing, examining the management missteps and industry upheaval that
brought about their rapid decline and the surprising teamwork that united them as the CW. The result is a cautionary and compelling
entertainment saga that skillfully captures a precarious moment in television history, when the dramatic transformation of the broadcast
networks signaled an inevitable shift for all pop culture.
Myths and Legends Jul 26 2019 Myths and legends are deeply rooted in the world’s literature, language, and history. But what does the
phrase "Achilles heel" refer to, and what did Oedipus or Beowulf actually do? Gather round for enthralling stories of gods, danger, heroes,
and great cosmic events. With over 1000 illustrations, Myths and Legends explores epic global stories, bringing to life the greatest
creation myths of all time, such as that of Brahma and Vishnu, and the Inca god Viracocha. It brings you monstrous creatures and terrifying
people including the witch Baba Yaga, as well as epic adventures such as King Arthur’s search for the Holy Grail and Jason’s capture of the
Golden Fleece. It tells how the Masai first got their cattle, or how the Greeks discovered fire and shares legends that explain death,
including the story of the Maori god Tane. Originally passed down from one generation to the next, these sagas from all over the world are
part of our heritage and touch our hearts. Myths and Legends provides context and meaning to each one, and is a treasure trove for everyone
interested in their cultural legacy.
Latino Baseball Legends Jun 16 2021 Told through profiles of the men who have made it a reality, this is the complex story of the triumphs
achieved by—and challenges faced by—Latinos who have risen to the heights of Major League Baseball. * Alphabetically arranged, 3000-word
profiles of the 25 most significant figures of Latin American background in the history of baseball * 75 shorter profiles of additional
Latin American baseball figures of importance * Photographs * A comprehensive bibliography of books, newspaper articles, and magazine
reports
Invisible Stars Oct 28 2019 Invisible Stars was the first book to recognize that women have always played an important part in American
electronic media. The emphasis is on social history, as the author skillfully explains how the changing role of women in different eras
influenced their participation in broadcasting. This is not just the story of radio stars or broadcast journalists, but a social history of
women both on and off the air. Beginning in the early 1920s with the emergence of radio, the book chronicles the ambivalence toward women
in broadcasting during the 1930s and 1940s, the gradual change in status of women in the 1950s and 1960s, the increased presence of women
in broadcasting in the 1970s, and the successes of women in broadcasting in the 1980s and 1990s. The second edition is expanded to include
the social and political changes that occurred in the 2000s, such as the growing number of women talk show hosts; changing attitudes about
women in leadership roles in business; more about minority women in media; and women in sports and women sports announcers. The author
addresses the question of whether women are in fact no longer invisible in electronic media. She provides an assessment of where progress
for women (in society as well as broadcasting) can be seen, and where progress appears totally stalled.
A TV Guide to Life Aug 31 2022 A longtime television writer and advocate of education by TV shares the important life lessons that he has
garnered from years of dedicated television viewing, covering topics ranging from Saved by the Bell: School on TV, to Tell Me Why I Love
Your Like I Do: Relationships on TV, or Somebody Save Me: Super Powers and Magic Spells. Original.
NASCAR Legends Aug 19 2021 “A book that should be required reading for everyone who considers themselves to be a NASCAR fan” from the
author of Full Throttle (SB Nation). NASCAR Legends traces the story of stock car racing through the courageous, record-breaking drivers
who made it the number one spectator sport in America. NASCAR’s sixty-year history is rich with varied lore about heroic racers, incredible
races, and love of family. There are profiles of true NASCAR stars: Bill France; Bobby and Davey Allison; Dale Earnhardt and Dale
Earnhardt, Jr.; Tony Stewart; Richard, Kyle, and Adam Petty, among other legends of the speedway. TV Guide motorsports reporter Robert
Edelstein’s painstaking journalistic work, combined with his encyclopedic knowledge and love of the sport, make NASCAR Legends an essential
book for anyone drawn to the roaring magic of the track. “A true delight to read, and the writing in each chapter is pitch-perfect. Not
only did it educate me, but it entertained me. It will stay on my bookshelf as a handy source of reference or a refresher on history, too.”
—SB Nation
The Middle Ages on Television Jun 04 2020 The 21st century has seen a resurgence of popular interest in the Middle Ages. Television in
particular has presented a wide and diverse array of “medieval” offerings. Yet there exists little scholarship on television medievalism.
This collection fills the gap with 10 new essays focusing on the depiction of the Middle Ages in popular culture and questioning the role
of television in shaping our ideas about past and present. The contributors emphasize the need for scholars of medievalism to pay attention
to its manifestations on the small screen. The essays cover quite a range of topics, including genre, gender and sexuality. The series
covered are Game of Thrones, Merlin, Full Metal Jousting, Joan of Arcadia, Tudors, Camelot and Mists of Avalon. Instructors considering
this book for use in a course may request an examination copy here.
Legends Nov 29 2019 A Brooklyn P.I. and ex-CIA agent looks for a missing man while suffering from an identity crisis in this thriller by
the bestselling author of The Company. Martin Odum is a onetime CIA field agent turned private detective in Brooklyn, struggling his way
through a labyrinth of memories and past identities—“legends” in Agency parlance. But who is Martin Odum? Is he a creation of the Legend
Committee at the CIA’s Langley headquarters? Is he suffering from multiple personality disorder, brainwashing, or simply exhaustion? Widely
considered one of the true grand masters of American spy fiction, Robert Littell shifts focus from the broad Cold War canvas of his
international bestseller The Company to the life of a single CIA operative caught in a contradictory “wilderness of mirrors” in which
remembering the past and forgetting it are both deadly options. From unforgettable opening to astonishing ending, Legends again proves
Littell’s unparalleled prowess as a seductive storyteller. “Littell provides plenty of inside intelligence info in his superb new thriller,
but he adds a decidedly comic spin. . . . As the bodies of his friends and clients begin to pile up, Odum searches for answers about not
only the missing husband but also himself. Wonderful writing and a great sense of fun make this another winner.” —Publishers Weekly,
starred review “Now and then novels come along of such originality and power that they blow me away.... [Legends] makes it blazingly clear
that Littell’s is one of the most talented, most original voices in American fiction today.” —The Washington Post
Contemporary Legend Dec 23 2021 First published in 1996. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Bonanza (hardback) Jun 28 2022 Between 1959 and 1973 the Cartwrights of the Ponderosa rode into the lives of nearly 400 million viewers
around the world. Perhaps you saw many of the 428 episodes and waited eagerly for the famous blazing map to reveal the Cartwrights riding
into your living room. You can relive those days and get the inside story on the TV series that became a legend. Renew old acquaintances
with Ben Cartwright and his sons, Adam, Hoss and Little Joe.
Kelly L. Murdock's Autodesk 3ds Max 2020 Complete Reference Guide Dec 11 2020 Kelly L. Murdock's Autodesk 3ds Max 2020 Complete Reference
Guide is a popular book among users new to 3ds Max and is used extensively in schools around the globe. The success of this book is found
in its simple easy-to-understand explanations coupled with its even easier to follow tutorials. The tutorials are laser focused on a
specific topic without any extra material, making it simple to grasp difficult concepts. The book also covers all aspects of the software,
making it a valuable reference for users of all levels. The Complete Reference Guide is the ultimate book on 3ds Max, and like Autodesk’s
3D animation software, it just gets better and better with each release. Whether you're new to 3ds Max or an experienced user, you'll find
everything you need in this complete resource. The book kicks off with a getting started section, so beginners can jump in and begin
working with 3ds Max right away. Experienced 3ds Max users will appreciate advanced coverage of features like crowd simulation, particle
systems, radiosity, MAXScript and more. Over 150 tutorials – complete with before and after files – help users at all levels build real
world skills. What is Autodesk 3ds Max? Autodesk 3ds Max is a popular 3D modeling, animation, rendering, and compositing software widely
used by game developers and graphic designers in the film and television industry. What you'll learn Discover all the new features and
changes in 3ds Max 2020 Learn how to reference, select, clone, group, link and transform objects Explore 3D modeling and how to apply
materials and textures Set impressive scenes with backgrounds, cameras and lighting Master smart techniques for rendering, compositing and
animating Create characters, add special effects, and finish with dynamic animations such as hair and cloth Get comfortable with key tools
such as Track View, Quicksilver, mental ray®, Space Warps, MassFX and more Who this book is for This comprehensive reference guide not only
serves as a reference for experienced users, but it also easily introduces beginners to this complex software. Packed with expert advice
from popular author Kelly Murdock, it begins with a getting started section to get you up and running, then continues with more than 150
step-by-step tutorials, in depth coverage of advanced features, and plenty of tips and timesavers along the way. Section Videos Each
section of the book has a corresponding video. In each video author Kelly Murdock gives a brief overview of the contents of that section in
the book, and covers some of the basics from the chapters within that section.
The Revolution Wasn't Televised Jan 30 2020 Caricatures of sixties television--called a "vast wasteland" by the FCC president in the early
sixties--continue to dominate our perceptions of the era and cloud popular understanding of the relationship between pop culture and larger
social forces. Opposed to these conceptions, The Revolution Wasn't Televised explores the ways in which prime-time television was centrally

involved in the social conflicts of the 1960s. It was then that television became a ubiquitous element in American homes. The contributors
in this volume argue that due to TV's constant presence in everyday life, it became the object of intense debates over childraising,
education, racism, gender, technology, politics, violence, and Vietnam. These essays explore the minutia of TV in relation to the macrostructure of sixties politics and society, attempting to understand the struggles that took place over representation the nation's most
popular communications media during the 1960s.
Changing Channels Jul 06 2020 A forty-year history of the largest circulated magazine in the United States reveals TV Guide's erratic
stances on social issues and chronicles how the publication moved from an industry watchdog to a more commercial, popular format.
Marty Robbins Sep 07 2020 From his first performance in the late 1940s until his early death in 1982, Marty Robbins established himself as
one of the most popular and successful singer/songwriters in the latter half of the 20th century. On the country charts, he racked up 15 #1
hits, including the crossover smashes El Paso and A White Sport Coat (and a Pink Carnation). A beloved entertainer, Robbins received honors
from every major music association. El Paso became the first Grammy ever awarded to a Country song, while My Woman My Woman My Wife
received the 1970 Grammy for Best Country Song. In 1969 Robbins was named artist of the decade by the Academy of Country Music. He was
inducted into the Nashville Songwriters Hall of Fame in 1975 and the Country Music Hall of Fame in 1982. In addition to his success as a
singer/songwriter, Robbins loved car racing. In the early 1970s he joined the NASCAR circuit and raced the rest of his life. In Marty
Robbins: Fast Cars and Country Music, author Barbara J. Pruett provides an exhaustive overview of Robbins' life and career. Nearly half of
the book is a chronological listing (starting in 1948) of more than 2,000 magazine and newspaper articles and other sources of information
about Robbins. Another section provides a basic discography of his hundreds of recordings, including both albums and singles released in
his lifetime and after. The book also features a list of all of the songs he copyrighted, stories about his stock car racing activities,
several previously unpublished photographs, and interviews with those who knew and worked with him--and even an extensive interview with
Robbins himself. As a tribute to a great entertainer, this volume will be of interest not only to entertainment writers and researchers,
but also to Marty Robbins fans worldwide.
Joe Paterno: The Jerry Sandusky Scandal Ends A Coaching Legend's Career Feb 22 2022 For nearly five decades, Joe Paterno has enjoyed a
coaching record that was almost as pristine as his reputation off the field. But for all of his unrivaled achievements, the legendary Penn
State football coach may ultimately see his legacy tarnished and eternally defined by a shocking scandal that rocked the world of
collegiate sports in the fall of 2011. As the headlines revealed to a captivated global audience, Joe Paterno's discharge as head coach
seemed to be the only fitting course of action for the board of trustees to take in the hours following the announced allegations against
former Pennsylvania State University football assistant coach Jerry Sandusky. In Joe Paterno: The Sandusky Scandal Ends A Coaching Legend's
Career
Seasons of ''Avatar: The Last Airbender'' Mar 02 2020
TV Guide Jul 30 2022
Kelly L. Murdock's Autodesk 3ds Max 2018 Complete Reference Guide Feb 10 2021 Kelly L. Murdock's Autodesk 3ds Max 2018 Complete Reference
Guide is a popular book among users new to 3ds Max and is used extensively in schools around the globe. The success of this book is found
in its simple easy-to-understand explanations coupled with its even easier to follow tutorials. The tutorials are laser focused on a
specific topic without any extra material, making it simple to grasp difficult concepts. The book also covers all aspects of the software,
making it a valuable reference for users of all levels. The Complete Reference Guide is the ultimate book on 3ds Max, and like Autodesk’s
3D animation software, it just gets better and better with each release. Whether you're new to 3ds Max or an experienced user, you'll find
everything you need in this complete resource. The book kicks off with a getting started section, so beginners can jump in and begin
working with 3ds Max right away. Experienced 3ds Max users, will appreciate advanced coverage of features like crowd simulation, particle
systems, radiosity, MAXScript and more. Over 150 tutorials – complete with before and after files – help users at all levels build real
world skills.
Too Good to Be True: The Colossal Book of Urban Legends Jul 18 2021 "If you enjoy these too-good-to-be-true tales, Brunvand's new book
will give you hours of pleasure."—Chicago Tribune A fabulously entertaining book from the ultimate authority on those almost believable
tales that always happen to a "friend of a friend." Alligators in the sewers? A pet in the microwave? A tragic misunderstanding of the
function of cruise control? No, it didn't really happen to your friend's sister's neighbor: it's an urban legend. And no matter how savvy
you think you are, you are sure to find in this collection of over 200 tales at least one story you would have sworn was true. Jan Harold
Brunvand has been collecting and studying this modern folklore for over twenty years. In Too Good to Be True he captures the best stories
in their best retellings, along with their latest variations and examples of how the stories have changed as they move from person to
person and place to place. To help you find your favorite, Brunvand has arranged the tales thematically. "Bringing Up Baby" is full of
episodes of child-rearing gone wrong, including the grisly tale of the drugged out baby-sitter who mistakes the kid for a turkey. "Funny
Business" showcases stories of infamous lapses in customer service, such as the story of the shockingly expensive chocolate chip cookie
recipe. And "The Criminal Mind" features both brilliant --if they were real --scams, as well as the purported antics of the less mentally
gifted. Whether you want to become an expert debunker or just have plenty of laughs, this book will surprise and entertain you. Illustrated
throughout. "Informative and entertaining.... Brunvand has collected more than 200 of the most-repeated and best-known examples of modern
folk-myth."—Tampa Tribune "[N]ot only an entertaining anthology, but an excellent introduction to the study of folklore itself."—Publishers
Weekly "A fun read... . All the classics are here from the killer upstairs to the Kentucky Fried Rat."—New City "Resonant stories that
express our hidden anxieties ... make us laugh, [or] arouse our fascinated horror."—San Francisco Chronicle Book Review "Informative and
entertaining... . Brunvand has collected more than 200 of the most-repeated and best-known examples of modern folk-myth."—Tampa Tribune
"[N]ot only an entertaining anthology, but an excellent introduction to the study of folklore itself."—Publishers Weekly
The Custer Reader Aug 07 2020 Here is Custer as seen by himself, his contemporaries, and leading scholars. Combining first-person
narratives, essays, and photographs, this book provides a complete introduction to Custer's controversial personality and career and the
evolution of the Custer myth.
John Wayne: The Life and Legend Oct 21 2021 The New York Times bestselling biography of John Wayne: “authoritative and enormously
engaging…Eyman takes you through Wayne’s life, his death, and his legend in a detailed, remarkably knowledgeable yet extremely readable
way” (Peter Bogdanovich, The New York Times Book Review). John Wayne died more than thirty years ago, but he remains one of today’s five
favorite movie stars. The celebrated Hollywood icon comes fully to life in this complex portrait by noted film historian and master
biographer Scott Eyman. Exploring Wayne’s early life with a difficult mother and a feckless father, “Eyman gets at the details that the
bean-counters and myth-spinners miss…Wayne’s intimates have told things here that they’ve never told anyone else” (Los Angeles Times).
Eyman makes startling connections to Wayne’s later days as an anti-Communist conservative, his stormy marriages to Latina women, and his
notorious—and surprisingly long-lived—passionate affair with Marlene Dietrich. He also draws on the actor’s own business records and, of
course, his storied film career. “We all think we know John Wayne, in part because he seemed to be playing himself in movie after movie.
Yet as Eyman carefully lays out, ‘John Wayne’ was an invention, a persona created layer by layer by an ambitious young actor” (The
Washington Post). This is the most nuanced and sympathetic portrait available of the man who became a symbol of his country at mid-century,
a cultural icon and quintessential American male against whom other screen heroes are still compared.
Picture Yourself Legend Tripping Nov 21 2021 What is legend tripping? There's a good chance you've already done it. Remember sneaking off
into that cemetery at night as a kid to see if there were any ghosts? What about hearing there was a monster lurking in that old abandoned
building and wanting to check it out? Or reading about a UFO landing site and wanting to plan your next vacation in the area so you could
stand where the craft was said to have left its mark? That's legend tripping. But it's also so much more. Any television program you've
ever seen that explores haunted places, ancient mysteries, UFO sightings, or strange creatures is legend tripping. First there was a story:
a legend that was born and grew because people had unexplained experiences and shared what they saw, heard, and felt. In Picture Yourself
Legend Tripping: Your Complete Guide to Finding UFOs, Monsters, Ghosts, and Urban Legends in Your Own Backyard, you'll learn how to find,
explore, and document these amazing, and often paranormal, occurrences. And you don't need expensive equipment or training, because this
book will show you how to have an incredible adventure in your own backyard this weekend. Bring your open mind and your sense of wonder.
Get ready for legend tripping!
Encyclopedia of Urban Legends, 2nd Edition [2 volumes] May 16 2021 This revised edition of the original reference standard for urban
legends provides an updated anthology of common myths and stories, and presents expanded coverage of international legends and tales shared
and popularized online. • Approximately 300 individual entries for specific urban legends • An introduction provides a brief history of
urban legend research • A selected bibliography and reference citations
Having a Wonderful Christmas Time Film Guide Mar 26 2022
Library of the World's Best Literature, Ancient and Modern--Index-guide to Library of the World's Best Literature ... Sep 27 2019
Encounters with American Ethnic Cultures Aug 26 2019 Includes material on African-Americans, Welsh-Americans, Irish-Americans, UkrainianAmericans, Jewish-Americans, Greek-Americans, Puerto Rican-Americans, and Cambodian-Americans.
Bonanza Nov 02 2022 Between 1959 and 1973 the Cartwrights of the Ponderosa rode into the lives of nearly 400 million viewers around the

world. Perhaps you saw many of the 428 episodes and waited eagerly for the famous blazing map to reveal the Cartwrights riding into your
living room. You can relive those days and get the inside story on the TV series that became a legend. Renew old acquaintances with Ben
Cartwright and his sons, Adam, Hoss and Little Joe.
TV Guide: TV on DVD 2006 May 28 2022 Addressing the growing popularity of television series and programs available on DVD, a fan's guide
to TV DVDs provides valuable lists of the shows and their DVD availability, along with a program overview; information on leading
actors/characters, number of disks, episodes, and extra features; and ratings of the best series DVDs. Original.
TV Guide Oct 01 2022 A guide to collecting the television magazine which includes fifty years of national and regional covers, a history
of television programming, a publication history of the guide, and a table of the current market value for each issue.
Hercules Apr 14 2021 This book is a follow up to the author's successful first book on the show. In this, he writes about the final three
seasons. The author's passionate introspection contains cast profiles and commentary from the stars on each episode.
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